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Slooh to Cover Orionid Meteor Shower

Slooh's wide-field optics on the Canary islands, and its three-person broadcast team, will show and
discuss the Orionid meteor shower staring at 5 PM PDT / 8 PM EDT / 00 UTC (10/21), Sunday night,
October 20.

These "shooting stars" are actually debris from Halley's Comet, and hit our atmosphere at
approximately the same fast speed as summer's famous Perseids. They deliver, at best, only about
one meteor every three minutes, which is just one-third the rate of either the Perseids, or
December's reliably-rich Geminid meteors.  Moreover, this year a nearly-full Moon will interfere, and
subdue all but the brightest individual shower members.

Slooh has mixed feelings about "hyping" relatively minor showers.  SLOOH's astronomers feel that,
except for the extremely rare years when the November 18 Leonids perform well, only the two
aforementioned annual meteor showers are likely to produce noteworthy results for the casual
observer.

Nonetheless, of the dozens of minor showers, the Orionids rank among the best. Moreover, having
the distinguished pedigree of being progeny of the most famous comet in history, entitles them to
be showcased. SLOOH hopes to capture enough to make this 15-minute real-time program
worthwhile.

The audience can ask questions using the hashtag #Orionid

Media Links - Feed Courtesy of Slooh

Link - http://www.youtube.com/user/SloohOnAirVideos?feature=share&v=lTtObgoxnMg

Embed - <iframe width="560" height="315" src="//www.youtube.com/embed/lTtObgoxnMg"
frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>

About Slooh

Since 2003 Slooh has connected ground-based telescopes to the Internet for access by the broader
public. Slooh members have taken over 2.4m photos of over 40,000 celestial objects, and participated
in numerous discoveries with leading astronomical institutions. Slooh’s automated observatories
develop celestial images in real-time for broadcast to the Internet. Slooh’s technology is protected
by Patent No.: US 7,194,146 B2 which was awarded in 2006. Slooh’s flagship observatory is situated on
Mt. Teide in the Canary Islands, in partnership with the Institute of Astrophysics of the Canary Islands
(IAC). Slooh has also broadcast live celestial events from partner observatories in Arizona, Japan,

http://www.youtube.com/user/SloohOnAirVideos?feature=share&v=lTtObgoxnMg


Hawaii, Cypress, Dubai, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand and Norway. Slooh’s free live broadcasts
of potentially hazardous asteroids (PHAs), comets, transits, eclipses, solar activity etc. feature
narration by astronomy experts Bob Berman and Paul Cox and are syndicated to media outlets such
as NBC, ABC, CNN, Fox News, National Geographic, the BBC, Wired, The Weather Channel and more.
Slooh’s live celestial events have been viewed over a billion times, the highlight of which was the
2011 lunar eclipse broadcast live on Google’s home page.
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